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We consider dissymetric weights on Z , i.e., nonincreasing unbounded weights
|: Z  [1, ) such that |(n)=1 for n0 and such that limn  & |~ (n)1|n| =1
where |~ (n)=supp # Z |(n+p)|( p). A dissymetric weight is said to be quasianalytic
if n<0 log |(n)n2=+. Denote by 1 the unit circle and by D the open unit disc.
Set
L2|(1 )={ f # L2(1 ) | & f &|=\ :n # Z | f (n)| 2 } |2(n)+
12
<+= .
We identify the usual Hardy space H 2(D) to the set [ f # L2|(1 ) | f (n)=0 (n<0)]
and we denote by S| : f (eit)  eit } f (eit) the usual shift on L2|(1 ). If U is a singular
inner function denote by EU the closure of Span(Sn| } U)n # Z in L
2
|(1). We show that
if | is a dissymetric weight such that
log |(&n)
- n
ww
n  

then EU is a proper subspace of L2|(1 ) for every singular inner function U. Also if
| is any dissymetric weight then there exists some singular inner function U such
that EU is a proper subspace of L2| , so that S| always has nontrivial biinvariant
subspaces (no nontrivial biinvariant subspaces of S| were known so far in the
quasianalytic case).  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Denote by 1 the unit circle, and denote by D the open unit disc. Recall
that if S is a bounded operator on a Banach space X, a closed subspace
Y of X is said to be invariant (resp. hyperinvariant) for S if SY/Y
(resp. TY/Y for every bounded operator T such that ST=TS). If S is
invertible, then Y is said to be biinvariant for S if Y is invariant for S
and S&1.
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This paper is the first part of a program devoted to the study of biin-
variant (or, equivalently, hyperinvariant, see Section 2) subspaces for the
‘‘dissymetric weighted shift’’ S| : f (eit)  eit } f (eit) on the Hilbert space
L2|(1)={ f # L2(1 ) | & f &|=_ :n # Z | f (n)|
2 |2(n)&
12
=<+,
where |: Z  [1, ) is a nonincreasing, unbounded, map such that
|(n)=1 (n0), |(n)1|n|  n  & 1 and supn<0 |(n&1)|(n)<+ (this
question was raised in [Vo]2). When | is submultiplicative, these con-
ditions imply that _(S|), the spectrum of S| , equals 1, and that
&S n| &=|(n) (n # Z), so that S| is a contraction. Also, since |(n)=1 for
n0, we can identify [L2|(1 )]
+=[ f # L2|(1 ) | f (n)=0(n<0)] to the
Hardy space H2(D). We are particularly interested in the quasianalytic
case, i.e., the case where
:

n=1
log |(&n)
n2
=+,
because in this situation a result of Beurling [Beu2 , III, Corollary 4.2]
shows that f (eit){0 a.e. for every nonzero f # L2|(1 ). In particular the
commutant C(S|) of S| (see Section 2) is then an integral domain, and
the existence of a nontrivial biinvariant subspace for a contraction T on the
Hilbert space such that
_(T)=1, :

n=1
log &T &n&
n2
=+
is an important open problem.
For f # L2|(1 ), denote by E( f ) the closure of Span(S
n
| f )n # Z , so that
E( f ) is the smallest closed biinvariant subspace of S| containing f. The
main result of the paper in Theorem 5.7: if |(n)  n  &  there always
exists a singular inner function U such that E(U ) / L2|(1 ), and so S| does
possess a nontrivial biinvariant subspace. This singular inner function U
depends on the weight |, see Theorem 5.9. If the weight | satisfies the
condition
log |(&n)
- n
ww
n  
,
then the map U  E(U ) is a bijection from the set of singular inner func-
tions onto the set of proper, closed subspaces F of L2|(1) which are biin-
variant for S| and satisfy F & H2(D){[0].
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The dual of L2|(1 ) can be interpreted as a weighted space HD|(1 ) of
hyperdistributions, i.e., analytic functions on C"1 vanishing at infinity (see
Section 3, where the natural antilinear map L2|(1 )  HD|(1 ) is described).
The usual product of a distribution by a smooth function extends to this
context (an analogous notion was already used by the author in [Es]1 ,
[Es]2 for Beurling algebras) and allows to define f } . for f # L2|(1 ),
. # HD|(1 ). It is then clear that .=E( f ) if and only if f } .=0. An hyper-
distribution U* is naturally associated to every singular unner function U,
and an elementary computation shows that U } U*=0 (Lemma 3.7) . This
simple, and apparently new observation is the key of the paper, because it
shows that E(U ) is a proper subspace of L2|(1 ) when U* # HD|(1), or,
equivalently, when
:

n=0
|an | 2
|(&n)2
<+,
where
1
U(z)
= :

n=0
an zn
is the Taylor series expansion at the origin of 1U. It is then easy to see that
U* # HD|(1) for every singular inner function U if
log |(&n)
- n
ww
n  

(see Theorem 3.8, where it is also shown that in this case
E(U )=[ f # L2|(1) | f } U*=0]. To show that for every weight | such that
|(n)  n  &  there exists a singular inner function U such that
U* # HD|(1) is not immediate, because the series
:
n<0
1
|(n)2
can be divergent even in the quasianalytic case (see Remark 4.4). So we use
in Section 5 a discrete version of a construction of BorichevHedenmalm
[Bo-He] which shows that when | is log-concave the condition
:

n=0
|an | 2
|(&n)2
<+
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is equivalent to the condition
||
D
(%(- x2+y2))2
|U(x+iy)| 2
dx dy<+,
where % # L2(0, 1) is a suitable positive function. Theorem 5.7 follows then
from results of Shapiro [Sha] concerning the existence of singular inner
functions U such that
M(r)= sup
|z|=r
1
|U(z)|
grows arbitrarily slowly as r  1&.
It seems interesting to compare these results with the description of
biinvariant subspaces for the standard bilateral shift S1 on L2(1). A classi-
cal theorem of Wiener [Wi] shows that they are the subspaces F0=
[ f # L2(1 ) | f (eit)=0 a.e. on 0] where 0 is a Borel subset of the circle
of positive Lebesgue measure. The discrete version of a PaleyWiener
theorem [Ko, pp. 97100] shows that F0 & L2|(1){[0] when 0 is a
closed arc if
:
n<0
log |(n)
n2
<+,
but another result of Beurling mentioned above shows that F0 & L2|(1 )=
[0] for every Borel set 0/1 of positive Lebesgue measure when
:
n<0
log |(n)
n2
=+.
On the other hand the invariant subspaces of S+1 =S1 |H 2(D) have the
form V } H2(D), where V is an inner function. Blaschke products play no
role for the biinvariant subspaces of S| for the weights | considered here,
but Theorem 5.7 shows that the closed biinvariant subspace of S|
generated by U } H2(D) is properly contained in L2|(1 ) for some singular
inner function U if | is unbounded. In other words, using Helson’s
terminology [He], we can say that the biinvariant subspaces of S1 may
disappear in L2|(1 ), but some simply invariant subspaces of S1 always
generate biinvariant subspaces of S| in L2|(1 ) when | is unbounded.
Biinvariant subspaces of S| of the form F0 & L2|(1 ), when 0 is a closed
arc of nonempty interior, fall into the framework of the so-called resolvent
method, at least if | is submultiplicative. In this case &S n|&=|(n) (n # Z)
and a result of Wermer gives nontrivial hyperinvariant subspaces of every
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bounded operator T on a Banach space such that _(T ) contains at least
two points and such that
:
n # Z
log &T n&
1+n2
<+.
This result follows easily from the theory of regular Beurling algebras
[Atz] and gives hyperinvariant subspaces of the form F0 & L2|(1) when S|
is submultiplicative and | non quasianalytic. More generally the
LyubichMacaev theorem [Ly-Ma] shows that a bounded operator T on
a Banach space such that _(T) contains a smooth arc 2, and such that the
resolvent of T does not grow ‘‘too fast’’ near 2 possesses a nontrivial hyper-
invariant subspace. This resolvent method applies to operators of the form
U+K, where U is unitary and K belongs to some suitable extension of the
Schatten class (see [Ni] for recent developments of the resolvent method).
All these results are based on the fact that the closed algebra rationnally
generated by T is not an integral domain. So the resolvent method fails
when | is quasianalytic, because as mentioned above the commutant
C(S|) of S| is then an integral domain (notice that S| is a compact
perturbation of a unitary operator when | is log-concave, see Section 2).
In a forthcoming joint paper by A. Volberg and the author [Es-Vo] this
program will be completed by showing that if | is a log-concave, quasi-
analytic dissymetric weight satisfying the condition (R:) of Borichev
Hedenmalm for some :> 32 (Definition 2.15) and if the sequence
\log |(&n)n23 +n1
is nondecreasing, then all closed biinvariant subspaces of S| have the form
E(U ) for some singular inner function U. More generally if F is a closed sub-
space of L2|(1 ) invariant for S
&1
| , and if . # HD|(1 ) is orthogonal to F,
then the restriction .+ of . to the unit disc belongs to the Nevanlinna class
(hence Proposition 3.12, proved here when f # H2(D), extends to every
f # L2|(1 ) when | satisfies the above conditions). The proof is based on a
discrete version of the ‘‘isometry construction’’ of BorichevHedenmalm
[Bo-He], and on some developments of the Volberg summability of the
logarithm theorem [Vo-Jo], [Bo-Vo], already used here in Section 4.
Notice that the ‘‘analytic case’’ |(n)=1 (n0), |(n)=Rn with R>1
was treated a long time ago by Sarason [Sa]1 (see also [Voi]). In this
case L2|(1 ) becomes the Hardy space H
2(2R) where 2R=[z # C | R&1<
|z|<1], and the biinvariant subspaces of the shift on H 2(2R) are given by
‘‘inner functions’’ on 2R . More recently, Hitt and Sarason [Hi], [Sa]2 gave
a description of the closed subspaces of H2(2R) invariant for the inverse of
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the shift (see also [Ya]). Some of these results will also be used in [Es-Vo]
to describe the closed, S&1| -invariant subspaces of L
2
|(1 ) when | is a
quasianalytic dissymetric weight satisfying the above conditions.
The author thanks the referee for his valuable comments which helped to
improve several proofs in the paper.
2. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF DISSYMETRIC
WEIGHTED SHIFTS
Definition 2.1. A dissymetric weight is a nonincreasing, unbounded
map |: Z  [1, ) which satisfies the following properties
|(n)=1 (n0)
lim
n  &
|(n&1)
|(n)
<+
[|(n)]1|n| www
n  &
1.
If | is a dissymetric weight, we define a weight |~ : Z+  [1, ) by the
formula |~ (n)=|(&n) (n0). We will say that | is submultiplicative if
|(n+m)|(n) |(m) (n, m # Z), and that | is log-concave if the sequence
\|~ (n+1)|~ (n) +n0
is nonincreasing. Clearly, | is submultiplicative if and only if |~ (n+m)
|~ (n) |~ (m) (n, m # Z).
Also, if | is log-concave, then
|(n&1)
|(n)
www
n  &
1,
(of course the condition
|(n&1)
|(n)
www
n  &
1
always implies that
[|(n)]1|n| www
n  &
1.
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We denote by D the open unit disc, and by 1 the unit circle. The Fourier
coefficients of a function f # L1(1 ) are given by the usual formula
f (n)=
1
2? |
?
&?
f (eit) e&int dt (n # Z)
We denote by :: z  z the identity map on 1.
Definition 2.2. Let | be a dissymetric weight. We set
A|(1 )={ f # C(1 ) | & f &|, 1= :n # Z | f (n)| |(n)<+=
A|&(1 )=[ f # A|(1 ) | f (n)=0 (n0)]
A+(1 )=[ f # A|(1 ) | f (n)=0 (n<0)]
L2|(1 )={ f # L2(1 ) | & f &|=_ :n # Z | f (n)|
2 |2(n)&
12
<+=
L2|&(1 )=[ f # L
2
|(1 ) | f (n)=0 (n0)]
L2+(1 )=[ f # L
2
|(1 ) | f (n)=0 (n<0)]
Also we denote by S| : L2|(1)  L
2
|(1 ) the bilateral shift f  : } f.
Since the Fourier transform is an isometry from L2(1 ) onto l 2(Z), we see
immediately that (L2|(1), & }&|) is a Hilbert space. The corresponding inner
product is given by the formula
[ f, g]= :
n # Z
f (n) } g^ (n) } |2(n) ( f, g # L2|(1 ) (2.1)
Denote by H2(D) the usual Hardy space. By identifying elements of H2(D)
to their radial limits defined a.e. on 1, we can identify H2(D) with L2+(1 ).
Similarly (A|(1), & }&|, 1) is a Banach space, and we can consider A+(1 )
to be the algebra of absolutely convergent Taylor series. We have
A|(1 )/L2|(1 ), the injection being norm-decreasing.
For f # L2|(1 ), we have f=n # Z f (n):
n, the series being convergent with
respect to the usual norm
& f &2=_ 12? |
?
&?
| f (eit)| 2 dt&
12
=_ :n # Z f (n)|
2&
12
on L2(1 ). Clearly the same formula holds in A|(1 ) and L2|(1 ), the series
being convergent with respect to the norms & }&|, 1 and & }&| .
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For f # L2(1 ), we define f + and f & by the formulae
f += :
n0
f (n) } :n (2.2)
f &= :
n<0
f (n) :n (2.3)
Clearly, the maps P+| : f  f
+ (resp. P&| : f  f
&) are the orthogonal pro-
jections from L2|(1 ) onto H
2(D) (resp. L2|&(1)).
Since | is nonincreasing, S| is a contraction, and it follows from Defini-
tion 2.1 that S| is invertible. Notice that since Sm| } f=n # Z f (n)) :
n+m,
and since the map f  f (n) is continuous on 1, we have
Sm| } f (n)@ =f (n&m) (n, m # Z, f # L2|(1 )) (2.4)
We will denote by _(T ) the spectrum of a bounded linear operator
T: X  X defined on a Banach space X.
Proposition 2.3. Let | be a submultiplicative dissymetric weight. Then
&S m|&=|(m) (m # Z) and _(S|)=1.
Proof. We have
&S m| } f &
2
|= :
n # Z
| f (n&m)| 2 } |2(n)= :
n # Z
| f (n)| 2 } |2(n+m)|2(m)& f &2| ,
and so &S m|&|(m) (m # Z). The reverse inequality follows from the fact
that &S m| } 1&|=&:m&|=|(m).
It follows then from Definition 2.1 that _(S&1| )=1, so that _(S|)/1,
since S| is a contraction. The fact that _(S|)=1 follows then from the fact
that the norm on L2|(1) is rotation-invariant. K
The following observation is a discrete analogue of [Bo-He, Prop. 4.3]
Proposition 2.4. Let | be a dissymetric weight. If | is log-concave, then
| is submultiplicative.
Proof. For n, m0, we have
log |~ (n+m)&log |~ (n)= :
m&1
p=0
[log |~ (n+p+1)&log |~ (n+p)]
 :
m&1
p=0
[log |~ ( p+1)&log |~ ( p)]
=log |~ (m)&log |~ (0)=log |~ (m).
Hence |~ (n+m)|~ (n) } |~ (m) (n, m # Z). K
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Corollary 2.5. If | is a log-concave dissymetric weight, then A|(1 ) is
a Banach algebra.
Proof. Since | is submultiplicative, A|(1 ) is the well-known Beurling
algebra associated to | [Katz, p. 212]. K
Definition 2.6. Let H be a separable Hilbert space. A standard
bilateral shift on H is a linear map U: H  H such that U(en)=en+1
(n # Z) for some orthonormal basis (en)n # Z of H.
Proposition 2.7. Let | be a dissymetric weight, and set
en=
:n
|(n)
(n # Z),
so that (en)n # Z is an orthonormal basis of L2|(1 ). Let U| be the standard
bilateral shift associated to (en)n # Z . If
|(n&1)
|(n)
www
n  &
1,
then S|&U| is a compact operator.
Proof. We have
S| } en=
:n+1
|(n)
=
|(n+1)
|(n)
} en+1.
Hence
S| } en&U| } en=\|(n+1)|(n) &1+ } en+1 (n # Z).
Since |(n)=|(n+1)=1 for n0, the result follows. K
We thus see that if
|(n&1)
|(n)
www
n  &
1,
then S| is ‘‘essentially unitary’’. Using (2.1), we get
S*| } :n=
|2(n)
|2(n&1)
} :n&1 (n # Z). (2.5)
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We obtain
(S| } S*|&S*| } S|) } en=\ |
2(n)
|2(n&1)
&
|2(n+1)
|2(n) + } en . (2.6)
Recall that a contraction T on a Hilbert space H is completely non unitary
(c.n.u.) if there is no nonzero closed subspace F of H, reducing for T, such
that T | F is unitary. This means that 0 is the unique x # H satisfying
&Tn } x&=&T*nx&=&x& for every n0 [Na-Fo, p. 9].
Proposition 2.8. Let | be a dissymetric weight. Then S| is a c.n.u.
contraction.
Proof. Let f # L2|(1). It follows from (2.5) that we have, for p0, n # Z
S|*p } :n=
|2(n)
|2(n&p)
} :n&p.
Hence
S|*p } f= :
n # Z
f (n)
|2(n)
|2(n&p)
} :n&p (2.7)
&S|*p } f &|= :
n # Z
| f (n)| 2
|2(n)
|2(n&p)
. (2.8)
Since |(n) www
n  &
, we obtain
&S|*p } f &| wwwp  & 0 ( f # L
2
|(1 )) (2.9)
and S| is indeed a c.n.u. contraction. K
Notice also that for p # Z, we have
&S p| } f &
2
|= :
n # Z
| f (n)| 2 } |2(n+p).
Since | is nonincreasing, and since |(n)=1 for n0, we obtain
&S p| } f &| wwp   & f &2 ( f # L
2
|(1 )). (2.10)
If X is a Banach space, and T : X  X a bounded linear operator, we will
denote by C(T ) the commutant of T, i.e. the set of all bounded linear
operators V: X  X such that VT=TV.
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Denote by S1 : f  : } f, the standard bilateral shift on L2(1 ), and denote
by S+1 =S1 | H 2(D) the standard unilateral shift on H
2(D). For g # L(1 )
(resp. g # H(D)) denote by Tg (resp. T +g ) the linear map f  f } g on
L2(1 ) (resp. H 2(D)). It is well-known that the map g  Tg (resp. g  T +g )
is an isometry from L(1 ) (resp. H(D)) onto C(S1) (resp. C(S +1 )).
We now wish to describe the commutant of S| .
Definition 2.9. Let | be a dissymetric weight. The multiplier space M|
is the space of all measurable functions g on 1 such that f } g # L2|(1) for
every f # L2|(1 ).
This space is the space denoted by L(|) in [Sh, p. 61]. The following
result is a special case of [Sh, Theorem 3].
Proposition 2.10. For every g # M| , the linear map Tg : f  f } g is con-
tinuous on L2|(1 ), and Tg # C(S|). Moreover the map %: g  Tg is a bijection
from M| onto C(S|), and %&1 is given by the formula %&1(T )=T } 1
(T # C(S|)).
We equip M| with the operator norm induced by the map %: g  Tg ,
which we denote by & }&. Clearly M|/L2|(1 ), and &g&|=&Tg } 1&|&g&
(g # M|). Since M|/L2|(1 ) we can introduce the sets defined as follows
M+| =[g # M| | g^(n)=0 (n<0)] (2.11)
M&| =[g # M| | g^(n)=0 (n0)]. (2.12)
Identifying bounded analytic functions on D to their radial limits on 1, we
identify H(D) to the set [ f # L(1 ) | f (n)=0 (n<0)]. Since the contrac-
tion S| is c.n.u. we can apply the NagyFoias functional calculus, which
gives a norm-decreasing map h  h(S|) from H(D) into C(S|). Of course
the NagyFoias calculus takes a very simple form in this situation, as in
the case of S1 (which is unitary but ‘‘absolutely continuous’’) and of S +1
(which is also c.n.u.).
Proposition 2.11. We have h(S|)=Th , &h(S|)&=&h& for every
h # H (D), and M+| =H
(D) for every dissymetric weight |.
Proof. Let h # H(D). It follows from standard properties of the Nagy
Foias functional calculus [Na-Fo, Theor. 2.1, p. 109] that h(S|) } f=h } f
for every f # H2(D). Since Th and h(S|) commute with S&1| , the same
property holds for every
f # .
n0
S&n| } H
2(D).
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Hence h(S|)=Th and so &h(S|)&=&Th&=&h& , since &Th | H2(D) &=
&h& . K
Proposition 2.12. Let | be a dissymetric weight. Then M|/L(1 ).
Proof. Let g # M| . Since Tg : L2|(1 )  L
2
|(1 ) is continuous, the map
.g : H2(D)  H2(D), f  n<0 f } g@(n) :&n&1 is continuous. For j0 we
obtain
.g(: j )= :

i=0
g^(&i&j&1) :i.
Hence .g is a Hankel operator [Par, p. 30]. It follows then from
Nehari’s theorem [Par, p. 31] that .g is defined by a symbol h # L(1 ).
This means that f } g@(n)= f } h@(n) ( f # H2(D), n<0). Set u=g&h. We
obtain u^(n)=0 (n<0)).
The map f  uf is a continuous linear map from H2(D) into H2(D).
It is then easy to see, and well-known, that u # H(D). Hence
g=u+h # L(1 ) (see [N, Theor. 5.11.3] and [Ve] for related results in
the more general context of weighted l p-spaces on Z). K
Corollary 2.13. Let | be a dissymetric weight such that
:
n<0
1
|2(n)
<+.
Then M&| /L
2
| & (1 )/L
(1), and M|=M&| H
(D).
Proof. Let g # L2|& (1). Then g=n<0 g^(n) :
n. Set gr=n<0 g^(n) } r |n| :n.
Then
| gr(eit )| 2\ :n<0 | g^(n)|
2 } |2(n)+\ :n<0
1
|2(n)+ .
But gr(eit) wwr  1 & g(e
it ) a.e. on 1, and so g # L(1 ).
Now let g # M|/L2|(1 ). Then g
+=g&g& # L(1 ). Since g^+(n)=0 for
n<0, we have g+ # H(D)/M+| , so that g
&=g&g+ # M&| . K
Remark 2.14. (1) Some sort of growth condition on | is needed to
obtain the decomposition of Corollary 2.14, because a similar decomposi-
tion does not hold when |#1: there exists as well-known functions
g # L(1 ) for which g+  H (D).
(2) If | is submultiplicative, then A|(1 )/M| . This follows from the
fact that if g # A|(1 ), then g=n # Z g^(n) } :
n in (A|(1 ), & }&|, 1), and the
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same formula holds a fortiori in (L2|(1 ), & }&|). Since &S
n
|&=|(n) (n # Z),
we can define T # C(S|) by the formula T=n # Z g^(n) } S n| . We have
T.1=n # Z g^(n) :
n=g, and so g # M| . Shields’ paper [Sh, Section 8] con-
tains detailed information about M| . In particular C(S|) is the subalgebra
of B(L2|(1 )), the algebra of bounded operators on L
2
|(1 ), which is
generated by S| and S&1| with respect to the strong operator topology. So
if F is a closed subspace of L2|(1 ) biinvariant for S| (i.e., S|(F )/F,
S&1| (F )/F ) then F is hyperinvariant for S| (i.e., R(F )/F for every
R # C(S|)).
We conclude this section by showing that L2| &(1 ) is Banach algebra
when | satisfies some suitable regularity condition. Recall that if | is a
dissymetric weight we set |~ (n)=|(&n) for n0.
Definition 2.15. Let :0. We say that a dissymetric weight | satisfies
(R:) if the sequence
\|~ (n+1)|~ (n) }
(n+1):
(n+2):+n1
is nonincreasing.
Of course, condition (R0) means that c|~ is log-concave for some con-
stant c>0. Now assume that | satisfies (R:) for some :>0. We introduce
a weight |: defined by the formula
|:(n)=|(n)=1 (n0), |:(n)=
4:
3:
|(&2)
|(&1)2
|(n)
(1+|n| ):
(n<0).
Set |~ :(n)=|:(&n) (n0). We have
|~ :(1)=
2:
3:
|(&2)
|(&1)
=
|~ :(2)
|~ :(1)
,
and so the sequence
\|~ :(n+1)|~ :(n) +n0
is nonincreasing. We can extend log |~ : continuously to [0, ) by using
affine interpolation between consecutive integers, and we obtain a concave
function. Since
log |~ :(n)
n
ww
n  
0
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we see that log |~ :(n+1)&log |~ :(n)0 (n0) and so |~ : is nondecreasing.
Then either |~ :(n) wwn   , in which case |: is a log-concave dissymetric
weight, or |~ :(n) has a finite limit c as n  . In the second case we obtain
that
|:(n)
|n|:
www
n  &
c.
In both cases it follows from the argument given in Proposition 2.3 that
|:(n+m)|:(n) |:(m) (n, m # Z).
We now obtain a discrete analogue of [Bo-He, Corollary 8.9].
Proposition 2.16. Let | be a dissymetric weight. If | satisfies (R:) for
some :> 12 , then L
2
|&(1) is stable under products, and there exists c>0 such
that
& fg&|c & f &| } &g&| ( f, g # L2| &(1 ))).
Proof. Let f, g # L2|& (1 ). Certainly, f } g # L
1(1 ) and we have
:
n&1
|2(n)| fg@(n)| 2= :
n&1
|2(n) _ :
|n|&1
p=1
| f (&p) g^(n+p)|&
2
 :
n&1
|2(n) _ :
|n|&1
p=1
| f (&p)| 2 | g^(n+p)| 2
_|2(&p) |2(n+p)&
__ :
|n|&1
p=1
1
|2(&p) |2(n+p)&
& f &2| } &g&
2
| } :
|n|&1
p=1
|2(n)
|2(&p) |2(n+p)
.
There exists a>0 such that |(n)=a|:(n) } (1+|n| ): (n<0). Since |: is
submultiplicative, we obtain
:
|n|&1
p=1
|2(n)
|2(&p) |2(n+p)

1
a2 _ :
|n|&1
p=1
(1+|n| )2:
(1+p)2: (1+|n|&p)2:&

1
a2 _ :1p|n|2
(1+|n| )2:
(1+p)2: (1+|n|&p)2:
+ :
|n|2p|n|&1
(1+|n| )2:
(1+p)2: (1+|n|&p)2:&
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2
a2 _ :1p|n|2
1+|n| 2:
(1+p)2: (1+(|n|2))2:&

22:+1
a2
} :

p=1
1
( p+1)2:
.
Since :>12, p=1 1( p+1)
2:<+, and the result follows. K
Remark 2.17. If
:
n<0
1
|2(n)
<+,
then f } g # L2|&(1)H
(D) for f # L2|& (1 ), g # H
(D). To see this notice
that L2|& (1)/L
(1 ) (Corollary 2.13). Hence f } g # L2|(1) & L
(1 ).
Since ( fg)& # L2|&(1 )/L
(1 ), ( fg)+ # H 2(D) & L(1)=H (D), and
f } g # L2|&(1)H
(D).
If, further, | satisfies condition (R:) for some :>12, then L2|&(1 ) is
stable under products and so L2|&(1 )H (D) is stable under products.
It is easy to see that if we set & f+g&|, =& f &|+&g& ( f # L2|&(1 ),
g # H (D)) then there exists m>0 such that &uv&|, m &u&|,  } &v&|, 
for u, v # L2|&(1 )H
(D) (and the equivalent norm
u  sup
v{0
&uv&|, 
&v&|, 
satisfies the usual axioms for a Banach algebra norm). Of course, the
condition
:
n<0
1
|2(n)
<+
implies that M|=M
&
| H (D)/L2|&(1 )H (D)/L(1 ), the inclu-
sions being continuous, and for every submultiplicative weight | we have
A|&(1 )H(D)/M&| H(D)/M| . If | satisfies (R:) for some
:>12 and if
:
n<0
1
|2(n)
<+,
we see also that M&| =[ f # L
2
|&(1 ) | ( f } g)
& # L2|&(1 ) (g # H
2(D)]. The
author was not able to get a more precise description of M&| .
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3. SINGULAR INNER FUNCTIONS AND
BIINVARIANT SUBSPACES
We now wish to interpret the dual space of L2|(1 ) in terms of ‘‘boundary
values’’ of functions analytic on D and C"D .
Definition 3.1. An hyperdistribution on 1 is an analytic function
.: C"1  C such that .(z) ww
|z|  
0. The space of all hyperdistributions on
1 is denoted by HD(1). For . # HD(1), we set .+=. |D , .&=. | C"D
and the Fourier coefficients of . are defined by the formulae
.(z)= :

n=1
.^(n) } zn&1 ( |z|<1).
.(z)=& :
n0
.^(n) } zn&1 ( |z|>1).
If | is a dissymetric weight, we set
HD|(1 )={. # HD(1) | &.&*|=_ :n # Z
|.^(n)| 2
|2(&n)&
12
<+= .
We can identify the dual space of L2|(1 ) to HD|(1 ), the duality being
implemented by the formula
( f, .) = :
n # Z
f (n) } .^(&n) ( f # L2|(1 ), . # HD|(1 )). (3.1)
We have
.^(n)=(:&n, .) (. # HD|(1 ), n # Z). (3.2)
If T : X  X is a bounded linear operator on a Banach space X, we define
the resolvent of T by the usual formula
RT (*)=(T&* } I )&1 (* # C"_(T )) (3.3)
and if | is a dissymetric weight, we set
R|(*)=RS | (*) (* # C"1) (3.4)
R|(*)=R|(*) } 1 (* # C"1). (3.5)
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We will write R(*) (resp. R(*)) ustead of R|(*) (resp. R|(*))) when
there is no risk of confusion.
Using the Taylor series expansion of R(*) at the origin and its Laurent
series expansion at infinity, we get
R(*)= :

n=0
*n } :&n&1 ( |*|<1) (3.6)
R(*)=& :
n<0
*n } :&n&1 ( |*|>1) (3.7)
and so
.(*)=(R(*), .) (* # C"1, . # HD|(1 )). (3.8)
For r # [0, 1], f # L2|(1 ), we define fr by the formula
fr= :
n # Z
f (n) } r |n| } :n. (3.9)
We have
& f&fr&| wwr  1& 0 ( f # L
2
|(1)). (3.10)
A direct computation shows that we have
r } f +r =&
1
2i? |1 f (!) } R \
!
r+ d!=&
1
2i? |1 f
+(!) } R \!r+ d!. (3.11)
1
r
} f &r =
1
2i? |1 f (!) R(r!) d!=
1
2i? |1 f
&(!) } R(r!) d!. (3.12)
We obtain
" f& 12i? |1 f (!) _R(r!)&R \
!
r+& d!"| wwr  1& 0 ( f # L2|(1 )) (3.13)
and
( f, .) = lim
r  1&
1
2i? |1 f (!) _.+(r!)&.& \
!
r+& d!
( f # L2|(1 ), . # HD|(1 )). (3.14)
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Notice that if we extend |~ to Z by using the same formula
|~ (n)=|(&n), and if f, g # L2|(1 ), then, using formula (2.1), we obtain
[ f, g]=( f, C (g)) , where the Cauchy transform C (g) is defined by the
formula
C (g)@(n)=g^ (&n) } |~ 2(n)=g^ (n) } |~ 2(n) (n # Z) (3.15)
or, equivalently
C (g)(*)=[R(*), g] (* # C"1) (3.16)
and C : L2|(1)  HD|(1) is an antilinear, isometric map.
We now introduce a notion analogous to the usual multiplication of
distributions by smooth functions.
Definition 3.2. Let f # L2|(1 ), and let . # HD|(1 ). We define
f } . # HD(1) by the formula f } .@(n)=p # Z f ( p) .^(n&p) (n # Z).
Clearly, f } .@(n)=(S&n| } f, .) , so that | f } .@(n)|=0 (|(&n)) as
|n|  , and we have f } .@=f V .^ in the sense of convolution on Z . Also
if g # M| , . # HD|(1 ), we have f } . # HD|(1), and
( f, g } .)=( g } f, .) ( f # L2|(1 )) (3.17)
so that
&g } .&*|&g& } &.&*| (g # M| , . # HD|(1)). (3.18)
Now let f # L2|(1 ), . # HD|(1 ). For * # D we have
(R(*) } f, .) = :

p=0
* p } :&p&1 } f, .
= :

p=0
* p (:&p&1 } f, .)
= :

p=0
* p \ :n # Z .^(n) f (&n+p+1)+
= :

p=0
* p( f } .@)( p+1)=( f } .)+ (*).
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Similarly for * # C"D we have
(R(*) } f, .) =& :p<0 *
p:&p&1 } f, .
=& :
p<0
* p \ :n # Z .^(n) f (&n+p+1)+
=& :
p<0
* p( f } .@)( p+1)=( f.)& (*).
We obtain
( f } .)(*)=(R(*) } f, .) (* # C"1 ). (3.19)
We now denote by HO(C"D) the set of all functions f holomorphic for
|z|>r( f ) and vanishing at infinity, where r( f ) # (0, 1) depends on f and we
identify elements of HO(C"D) with their restriction to 1.
Proposition 3.3. Let D (resp. DO) be the set of all dissymetric (resp.
log-concave dissymetric) weights. Let
HD(2)(1 )={. # HD(1 ) } :n<0 |.^(n)|
2<+= .
Then
.
| # DO
HD|(1)= .
| # D
HD|(1 )=HD(2)(1 )
and
,
| # DO
L2|(1 )= ,
| # D
L2|(1 )=HO(C"D)H 2(D).
Proof. Let . # HD(2)(1 ). We wish to construct a log-concave dis-
symetric weight | such that . # HD|(1). We can assume without loss of
generality that .$(0)=1 and that .$ is unbounded on D. Let M(r)=
supt # R |.$(reit )| and for n0
_(n)= inf
0r<1
M(r)
rn
.
Then _(0)=1, _2(n)_(n-1). _(n+1) (n1) and it is easy to see that _
is nondecreasing, that _(n) www
n  &
 and that _(n)1n ww
n  
1.
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Let |(n)=1 (n0), |(n)=_(&n) (n<0). Then | # DO , and it follows
from Cauchy’s inequalities that . # HD|(1 ). This proves the first assertion.
Now let f # L2(1) such that f &  HO(C"D). Then limn   | f (&n)| 1n=1.
So we can construct by induction a strictly increasing sequence (np)p1 of
positive integers such that if we set u0=0,
up=log
1
| f (&np)|
for p1
the sequence (up)p0 is strictly increasing and satisfies
u2&u1
n2&n1
<
u1
n1
and
up+1&up
np+1&np
<inf \ 1p ,
up&up&1
np&np&1
( p2).
We now construct a piecewise affine, continuous, concave function
%: [0, )  [0, ) such that %(0)=0 and %(np)=up for p1. Let |(n)=1
(n0) and |(n)=exp(%(&n)) (n<0). Then | is a log-concave, dis-
symetric weight, and | f (&np)| |(&np)=1 ( p1) so that f  L2|(1 ). This
concludes the proof of the proposition. K
Remark 3.4. A direct, easy computation shows that the formula of
Definition 3.2 makes sense for f # HO(C"D)H2(D), . # HD(2)(1 ) and
defines an hyperdistribution f } .. Proposition 3.3 shows that this extension
can be in fact considered as a particular case of Definition 3.2.
Definition 3.5. Let f # L2|(1 ). We set
E( f )=[Span(S n| } f )n # Z]
&
E+( f )=[Span(Sn| } f )n0]
&
E +0 ( f )=[Span(S
n
| } f )n1]
&
E&( f )=[Span(Sn| } f )n0]
&
E&0 ( f )=[Span(S
n
| } f )n1]
&.
Clearly, E( f ) is a closed biinvariant subspace of S| , E +0 ( f ) and E
+( f )
are closed invariant subspaces of S| , and E &0 ( f ) and E
&( f ) are closed
antiinvariant (i.e. invariant for S &1| ) subspaces of S| . It follows imme-
diately from Definition 3.2 that . # HD|(1 ) is orthogonal to E( f ) (resp.
E+( f ), E +0 ( f ), E
&( f )) iff f V .=0 (resp. f } .@(n)=0 for n0, n<0, n0,
n>0). Hence the study of biinvariant, invariant, antiinvariant subspaces of
S| reduces to convolution equations involving weighted sequences on Z.
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Recall that a singular inner function is defined by the formula
U+(z)=exp _& 12? |
?
&?
eit+z
eit&z
d+(t)&
where + is a positive, singular measure on 1. If U=U+ is a singular inner
function, we can use directly the above formula to extend U to C"1, and
set U()=lim|z|   U(z)=exp[+(1 )] where
+(1 )=
1
2? |
?
&?
d+(t).
Clearly, 1U is bounded on C"D , and the radial limits limr  1 & U(reit)
and limr  1+ U(reit ) exist and agree a.e. on 1. We denote them by U(eit).
Definition 3.6. Let U be a singular inner function. The hyperdistri-
bution U* # HD(2)(1 ) is defined by the formula
U*(z)=
1
U(z)
&
1
U()
(z # C"1 ).
The fact that U* # HD(2)(1 ) follows immediately from the fact that 1U
is bounded on C"D. We now show how inner functions are related to biin-
variant subspaces of S| when the weight | grows sufficiently rapidly.
Lemma 3.7. Let U be a singular inner function. Then U } U*=0.
Proof. According to Remark 3.4, the product U } U* is well-defined. We
have, by (3.14), for n # Z
U } U*@(n)= lim
r  1&
1
2i? |1 U(!) _
1
U(r!)
&
1
U(!r)& !&n d!
Since 1U is bounded on C"D , it follows from the Lebesgue convergence
theorem that
lim
r  1&
1
2i? |1
U(!)
U(!r)
!&n d!=
1
2i? |1 !
&n d!.
Also, for r # (0, 1), it follows also from the Lebesgue convergence theorem
that
1
2i? |1
U(!)
U(r!)
!&n d!= lim
\  1&
1
2i? |1
U(\!)
U(r!)
!&n d!.
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Denote by 1s the circle [z # C | |z|=s] for s>0. By Cauchy’s theorem, we
have, for r, \ # (0, 1).
1
2i? |1
U(\!)
U(r!)
!&n d!=
1
2i? |1 12
U(\!)
U(r!)
!&n d!.
Hence
lim
r  1&
1
2i? |1
U(!)
U(r!)
!&n d!= lim
r  1&
1
2i? |112
U(!)
U(r!)
!&n d!
=
1
2i? |112 !
&n d!=
1
2i? |1 !
&n d!.
Hence U } U*@(n)=0 (n # Z). K
Standard estimates of Poisson kernels show that lim|z|  1& (1&|z| )
log |U&1(z)|<+, for every singular inner function U, and that
lim|z|  1& (1&|z| ) log |V&1(z)|=0 for every nonatomic singular inner
function V (we say that V is nonatomic when the positive singular measure
which defines V is nonatomic). It follows then from Cauchy’s inequalities
(see [Atz]) that we have
log+ |U *(n)|=0(n12) (n  ) for every singular inner function U (3.20)
log+ |U *(n)|=o(n12) (n  ) for every singular nonatomic
inner function U. (3.21)
We shall see later that for every dissymetric weight | there exists a
singular inner function U such that U* # HD|(1 ). On the other hand, it
follows immediately from (3.20) and Lemma 3.7 that if a dissymetric weight
| satisfies
log (|(&n)
- n
ww
n  
,
then E(U) / L2|(1) for every singular inner function U. More precisely we
have the following result.
Theorem 3.8. Let | be a dissymetric weight such that
log |(&n)
- n
ww
n  
.
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Then the map U  E(U) is a bijection from the set of singular inner
functions on D onto the set of proper, closed S|-biinvariant subspaces F
such that F & H2(D){[0]. Also, if U is a singular inner function,
we have E(U) & H2(D)=U } H 2(D), L2|(1 )=E(U)+H
2(D), and E(U)=
[ f # L2|(1 ) | f } U*=0].
Proof. Let U be a singular inner function, and let F=E(U) & H2(D).
Then F is a closed subspace of H 2(D) invariant for the standard unilateral
shift on H2(D), and so F=V } H2(D) where V=1 or where V is a inner
function, by Beurling’s theorem [Beu]1 . Since V # E(U), E(V )/E(U) and
so U*=E(V), so that V } U*=0. For n0, we have
0=V } U*@(&n)=(Sn| } V, U*)
= lim
r  1&
1
2i? |1 !
n } V(!) _ 1U(r!)&
1
U(!r)& d!.
For r<1, the function
z  zn
V(z)
U(rz)
belongs to H(D), and so
|
1
!n } V(!)
1
U(r!)
d!=0.
It follows then from the Lebesgue convergence theorem that we have
|
1
!n } V(!) } U (!) d!=0 (n0).
Hence V } U@(n)=0 for every n<0, and V } U # H (D), V # U } H (D). So
E(U) & H2(D)/U } H 2(D) and U } H 2(D)=E(U) & H 2(D).
For * # D, denote by g* # H(D) the function defined by the formula
g*(z)=
U(z)&U(*)
z&*
(z # D, z{*)
g*(*)=U$(*).
We have (:&*) } g*=U&U(*) and so
R(*)=
1
U(*)
} U } R(*)&
1
U(*)
} g* (* # D). (3.22)
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Let %: L2|(1 )  E(U)
= be the orthogonal projection (here we denote by
E(U)= the orthogonal complement of E(U) in the Hilbert space L2|(1 )).
Since U # E(U), U } R(*)=R(*) } U # E(U), and
%[R(*)]=&
1
U(*)
} %(g*) (* # D). (3.23)
Also g* # H(D), and
&g*&|=&g*&2&g*&
2
1&|*|
.
We have
log
1
|U(*)|
=0 _ 11&|*|& as |*|  1&.
Hence
log+ \&g*&||U(*)|+=0 _
1
1&|*|& as |*|  1&.
Let (an)n0 be the sequence of Taylor coefficients at the origin of the
H(D)-valued analytic function *  (1U(*)) } g* . It follows from the
vector-valued version of Cauchy’s inequalities that we have
lim
n  
log+ &an&|
- n
<+.
Hence
:

n=1
&an&1&2|
|(&n)2
<+.
Let f # L2|(1 ). We have
:
n<0
| f (n)| } &a&n&1&|_ :n<0 | f (n)|
2 } |2(n)&
12
} _ :

n=1
&an&1&2|
|(&n)2 &
12
<+.
Set g=n<0 f (n) } a&n&1 , so that g # H 2(D). We have
:

n=0
*n } %[an]=
1
U(*)
%[g*]=&%[R(*)] (* # D),
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by (3.23). Hence %(an)=&%(:&n&1) (n0), and %[g]=&n<0 f (n) } %[:n]
=&%[ f &]. So %[ f +&g]=%[ f ], and f&( f +&g) # E(U ). This shows
that L2|(1 )=E(U)+H
2(D).
Now let F / L2|(1 ) be a closed subspace of L
2
|(1) which is biinvariant
for S| and satisfies G=F & H2(D){[0]. Then G / H2(D), and there exists
a Blaschke product B and a singular inner function U such that
G=B } U } H2(D) (here B or U can be equal to 1, but not both). Suppose,
if possible, that B{1, and let a # D be a zero of B of order k. There
exists g # H(D) such that B=(:&a)k } g, and g(a){0. Then B(S|)=
(S|&a)k } g(S|) and so g=g(S|) } 1=(S|&a)&k } B. We obtain g } U=
(S|&a)&k BU. But BU # F, and F is biinvariant, hence hyperinvariant
for S| . So g } U # G=B } U } H 2(D). Since g(a){0, we obtain a contradic-
tion and so B=1, G=U } H2 where U is a singular inner function. Clearly,
E(U)/F.
Now let f # F. There exists u # E(U) and v # H2(D) such that f =
u+v, and v # F & H2(D)/E(U). Hence f # E(U) and E(U)=F. Since
E(V ) & H2(D)=V } H 2(D) for every singular inner function V, this con-
cludes the proof of the first assertion of the theorem.
Now let U be a singular inner function and set 2=[ f # L2|(1 ) |
f } U*=0]. Then 2 is a closed, S|-biinvariant subspace of L2|(1 ), and
2 / L2|(1 ) since 1  2. Also U # 2, and so 2 & H
2(D){[0].
So there exists a singular inner function V such that 2=E(V). We have
V } U*=0 and the computation given at the beginning of the proof of the
theorem shows that V # U } H(D). Hence 2=E(V )/E(U), and so
2=E(U), which concludes the proof of the theorem. K
We now wish to investigate the equation ( f } .)+=0, and completely
solve the equation f } .=0, where f # H2(D), . # HD(2)(1). Recall that the
Nevanlinna class N(D) is the set of all analytic functions f on D such that
sup
Or<1
|
?
?
log+ | f (reit)| dt<+.
For f # N(D), we denote by f
*
(eit)=limr  1& f (reit) the radial limit of f,
defined a.e. on 1, and we denote by O( f ) the outer part of f, defined for
f{0 by the formula
O( f )(z)=exp _ 12? |
?
&?
eit+z
eit&z
log | f
*
(eit)| dt& (z # D). (3.24)
Every nonzero f # N(D) can be written in a unique way in the form
f=cf
Bf } U+f } O( f )
U" f
(3.25)
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where +f and "f are positive, mutually singular, singular measures on 1,
where Bf is a Blaschke product and where cf # 1 (of course we use the
convention Bf=1 if f (z){0 for every z # D, and UO=1, where 0 is the
zero measure on 1 ). The denominator D( f ) of f is defined by the formula
D( f )=U"f ( f # N(D), f {0) (3.26)
with the convention D(0)=1. We denote by N+(D) the Smirnov class
[ f # N(D) | D( f )=1]. For . # HD(2)(1) we denote by .
*
& the radial limit
of .&, defined a.e. on 1 by the formula
.
*
&(eit)= lim
r  1&
. \e
it
r + .
For g # L1(1 ), we define g+ and g& by the formulae
g+(z)= :
n0
g^(n) } zn (z # D) (3.27)
g&(z)= :
n<0
g^(n) } zn (z # C"D ). (3.28)
It follows from standard results that g+ #  p<1 H p(D)/N+(D), and
that the function z  g &(1z ) (z # D) also belongs to  p<1 H p(D). Hence
the radial limits g
*
+ and g
*
& are defined a.e. on 1, and it is well-known that
g=g
*
++g
*
&.
Now let f # H2(D), . # HD(2)(1 ), and define f } . # HD(1 ) according
to Remark 3.4. The product f } .
*
&: eit  f
*
(eit) } .
*
&(eit) (where f
*
is the
radial limit of f ) is defined a.e. on 1 and f } .
*
& # L1(1 ). Also
f } .+: z  f (z) } .+(z) is analytic on D. We have .
*
&=&n<0 .^(n+1):n,
and so .^
*
&(n)=&.^(n+1) for n<0, .^
*
&(n)=0 for n0.
We have, for n # Z, f } .@(n)=p=0 f ( p) .^(n&p). For n0 we obtain
f } .@(n+1)= :
n
p=0
f ( p) .^(n+1&p)& :

p=n+1
f ( p) .^
*
&(n&p)
= :
n
p=0
f ( p) .^(n+1&p)& f.
*
&@n)
We obtain
( f } .)+=f } .+&( f } .
*
&)+ ( f # H2(D), . # HD(2)(1)) (3.29)
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For n<0, we have f } .@(n+1)=&p=0 f ( p) } .^*
&(n&p)=&f } .
*
&@(n)
and so
( f } .)&=( f } .
*
&)& ( f # H2(D), . # HD(2)(1 )). (3.30)
Since f } .
*
& # L1(1), it follows from (3.30) that the radial limit
( f } .&)
*
(eit)= lim
r  1&
( f } .)& \e
it
r +
exists a.e. on 1.
Definition 3.9. Let . # HD(1), and assume that the radial limits
.
*
+(eit)=limr  1& .+(reit) and .*
&(eit)=limr  1& .&(eit r) exist a.e. on 1.
We set .
*
=.
*
+&.
*
&.
Of course, it may happen that .
*
=0 with .{0. For example,
(U*)
*
=0 for every singular inner fonction U.
Lemma 3.10. Let . # HD(2)(1 ), f # H2(D) assume that the radial limit
.
*
+ exists a.e. on 1. Then the radial limit ( f } .)
*
+ exists a.e. on 1, and
( f } .)
*
=f } .
*
.
Proof. Since ( f } .
*
&)+ # N+(D), the first assertion follows immediately
from (3.29), and we have ( f } .)
*
+=f } .
*
+&( f } .
*
&)
*
+, ( f } .)
*
&=( f } .
*
&)
*
&.
The second assertion follows then from the fact that g=g
*
++g
*
& for
g # L1(1 ). K
If f # H 2(D), f{0, formula (3.25) takes the form f=cf } Bf } U+ f } O( f ).
We will call U+ f the singular inner factor of f. Also if U# and U$ are two
singular inner functions, we will say as usual that U# is a divisor of U$ if
#$, or, equivalently, if U$ # U#H(D).
Proposition 3.11. Let f # H 2(D), f{0, and let . # HD(2)(1). If
( f } .)+=0, then .+ # N(D), D(.+) is a divisor of the singular inner factor
of f, and either .
*
=0 or log |.
*
| # L1(1).
Proof. Since ( f } .
*
&)+ # N+(D), the first assertion follows from (3.29).
Assume that .
*
{0. Then ( f } .)
*
=f.
*
{0. Since ( f } .)+=0,
( f } .)
*
=&( f } .)
*
&=&( f } .
*
&)
*
&. But the function z  ( f } .
*
&)&(1z )
belongs to N+(D) and so log | f } .
*
|=log |( f.)
*
| # L1(1 ). Hence
log |.
*
|=log | f } .
*
|&log | f | # L1(1 ). K
Proposition 3.12. Let f # H2(D), f{0, and let . # HD(2)(1 ). Then
f } .=0 if and only if the two following conditions are satisfied.
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(i) .+ # N(D), and D(.+) is a divisor of the singular inner factor
of f.
(ii) .
*
=0.
Proof. Assume that f } .=0. It follows from Proposition 3.11 that (i) is
satisfied. Also f } .
*
=( f } .)
*
=0, and so .
*
=0. Conversely assume that
(i) and (ii) are satisfied. Then f } .
*
+=f } .
*
& # L1(1 ). Since f } .+ # N+(D),
f } .+ # H1(D) and P&( f } .
*
&)=P&( f } .
*
+)=0. By (3.30), ( f } .)&=0. By
Lemma 3.10, ( f } .+)
*
=f } .
*
&( f } .)
*
&=0. Since ( f } .)+ # N(D), by
(3.29), ( f } .)+=0. Therefore f } .=0. K
Remark 3.13. (1) If f # H2(D) is outer, it follows immediately from
Beurling’s theorem that if . # HD(2)(1 ) satisfies f } .=0 then .=0. The
proposition just means in this case that if . # HD(2)(1) satisfies
.+ # N+(D), .
*
=0 then .=0, which is of course well-known (and
follows from the arguments given above).
(2) Let | be a dissymetric weight such that
log |(&n)
- n
ww
n  
.
Then . # HD|(1) for every . # HD(2)(1) such that .+ # N(D), by the
standard estimates on inverses of singular inner functions mentioned above.
In this case if U is a singular inner function, and if . # HD(2)(1 ) satisfies
.
*
=0, .+ # N(D), D(.+)=U then E(U)=[ f # L2|(1 ) | f } .=0]. This
follows from Proposition 3.12 and Theorem 3.8 (where this property was
already obtained in the case where .=U
*
).
4. SOME CONSEQUENCES OF RESULTS OF BEURLING,
HELSON, MALLIAVIN, VOLBERG AND WIENER
Recall that we denote by S1 : f  :f the usual bilateral shift on L2(1 ),
and by S+1 =S1 | H2 (D) the unilateral shift on H
2(D).
We already used in Section 3 Beurling’s characterization [Beu]1 of non-
trivial closed invariant subspaces of S+1 : they have the form W } H
2(D),
where W is an inner function. The characterization of closed biinvariant
subspaces of S1 goes back to Wiener. For every Borel subset 0 of 1 set
F0=[ f # L2(1 ) | f | 0=0 a.e]. The set F0 is clearly a biinvariant subspace
of S1 , and Wiener’s theorem shows that all closed biinvariant subspaces of
S1 have this form (of course F0 is nontrivial if and only if m(r)>0 and
m(1"0)>0, where we denote by m the Lebesgue measure on 1 ).
Now, following Helson’s terminology [He, p. 7] we will say that a closed
subspace F of L2(1 ) is simply invariant for S1 if and only if S1(F )/F and
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S&11 (F ) / F. A theorem by LaxBeurling, see, for example, [He-Lo], shows
that the nonzero simply invariant subspaces are exactly the subspaces of
the form W } H 2(D) where |W(eit)|=1 a.e. It follows then from the fact
that log | f | # L1(1) for every nonzero f # H 2(D) that a nonzero function
g # L2(1 ) is contained in a proper simply invariant subspace of S1 if and
only if log |g| # L1(1 ), or, equivalently,
|
?
&?
log |g(reit)| dt>&.
We refer to Helson’s book [He] for this theory.
Definition 4.1. Let | be a dissymetric weight. Then | is quasianalytic
if
:

n=1
log |(&n)
n2
=+,
and | is regular if
:

n=1
log |(&n)
n2
<+.
The discrete version of a PaleyWiener theorem, [Ko, pp. 97100], (see
also [Beu-Ma]) shows that if | is a dissymetric weight then L2|(1 )
contains nonzero elements vanishing a.e. on some open arc of 1 if and only
if | is regular (this theorem works in fact for every weight on Z and every
p1 for which the shifts S| and S&1| are well-defined and continuous on
the weighted space Lp|(1 )). When | is submultiplicative, the algebra
A|(1 ) is regular if and only if | is regular, and the nontrivial biinvariant
subspaces of L2|(1) obtained as above in the regular case are those given
by Wermer [We] for an invertible contraction T on a Banach space such
that
:

n=1
log &T &n&
n2
<+
and such that _(T) contains at least two points.
For quasianalytic dissymetric weights we get more information from
another result of Beurling.
Theorem 4.2. Let | be a quasianalytic dissymetric weight. Then
f (eit){0 a.e. for every nonzero f # L2|(1 ).
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Proof. Let f # L2|(1), f{0 and set
cn=_ :p&n&1 | f ( p)|
2&
12
.
We have
|cn |
1
|(&n)
} _ :p&n&1 | f ( p)|
2 |2( p)&
12

& f &|
|(&n)
.
Since | is quasianalytic, we have
:

n=1
log |cn |
n2
=&,
and it follows from [Beu2 , III, Corollary 4.2] that f (eit){0 a.e. K
Remark 4.3. (1) If : # (12, 1), the weight | defined by the formula
|(n)=1 (n0), |(n)=e |n| : (n0) is regular and satisfies the condition of
Theorem 3.9. Also this weight | is submultiplicative (and log-concave) and
it follows from the regularity of A|(1 ) that for every closed set 0/1 there
exists f # A|(1 )/L2|(1) such that 0=[z # 1 | f (z)=0]. In this case we
see two families of nontrivial biinvariant subspaces of S| : those defined by
singular inner functions, and those of the form 10 & L2|(1) where 0
is a proper closed subset of 1 of positive Lebesgue measure and F0=
[g # L2(1 ) | g | 0=0 a.e].
It would be interesting to check for these weights, and more generally for
regular weights, whether the map E  E & L2|(1 ) is an injection from the
set of nontrivial, closed biinvariant subspaces of S1 into the set of non-
trivial, closed biinvariant subspaces of S| (when | is submultiplicative it
follows from the regularity of A|(1 ) that the above map is one-to-one
when restricted to closed biinvariant subspaces of S1 defined by closed sets
of positive Lebesgue measure).
(2) Let (*n)n1 be a sequence of positive real numbers such that
limn   *n=+. Then limn   log *n=+. Let k and m be two positive
integers and let a>0. For b>0, nm set .b(n)=a+b(n&m). Then
:

n=m+1
e&k. b (n)=
e&k(a+b)
1&e&kb
and
:

n=m+1
.b(n)
n2
=+.
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Also there exists =>0 such that supnm+1 log *n&.b(n)>0 for 0<b<=.
Using these obvious observations we can construct easily an increasing,
piecewise affine, continuous, concave function .: [0, ]  [0, ] such
that .(0)=0,
:

n=1
.(n)
n2
=+, :

n=1
e&k.(n)=+
for every k0, and

n  
e.(n)
*n
1.
Now set |(n)=1 (n0), |(n)=e.(&n) (n<0). Then | is a log-concave,
dissymetric, quasianalytic weight,
:

n=1
1
|(&n)k
=+
for every k1, and

n  
|(&n)
*n
1.
For such a weight |, it follows from Theorem 4.2 that F & L2|(1)=[0] for
every nontrivial closed biinvariant subspace of S1 . We will see nevertheless
in the next section that there always exists a singular inner function U such
that E(U) / L2|(1).
Volberg’s theorem [Vo-Jo] provides a remarkable strenghthening of
Theorem 4.2 for quasianalytic, dissymetric weights satisfying some regu-
larity conditions. The following version of Volberg’s theorem follows
immediately from Brennan’s improvement [Bre] of the main theorem of
[Vo]1 (see also [Ko]) and from [Bo-Vo, Lemma 3.1].
Theorem 4.4. Let | be a dissymetric log-concave, quasianalytic weight.
If the sequence
\log |(&n)n12 +n1
is nondecreasing, then log | f | # L1(1) for every nonzero f # L2|(1 ).
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Corollary 4.5. Let | be a dissymetric, quasianalytic weight. If the
sequence
\log |(&n)n12 +n1
is nondecreasing, then f  E +| ( f ) UE
&
0 ( f ) for every nonzero f # L
2
|(1 ).
Proof. It follows from the fact that log | f | # L1(1 ) that there
exists an outer function g # H2(D) and V # L(1 ), with |V(eit)|=1 a.e.
on 1, such that f=g } V. Since infh # H2(D) &g&:gh&2>0, we have
infh # H2(D) & f&:fh&2>0, and a fortiori f  E +0 ( f ), the notations being as in
Definition 3.5. A similar argument shows that f  E &0 ( f ). K
Remark 4.6. (1) The dissymetric weights | satisfying the conditions
of Theorem 4.4 satisfy also the conditions of Theorem 3.8.
(2) Let | be any dissymetric weight. Then S| belongs to the class A
of BrownChevreauPearcy [Br-Ch-Pe]. Brown’s method provides then
for every inner function V [Ber], [Ch] elements f, g of L2|(1) such that
[ f, g]=1 and [S n|V } f, g]=0 for n0 , so that f  [Span(S
n
| } V } f )n0]
&.
Now it is easy to see that f  [Span(S n1 } V } f )]
&
n0 for every f # L
2(1 ) such
that log | f | # L1(1) (in this case there exists g # H2(D) such that | f (eit)|=
|g
*
(eit)| a.e. on 1 ). Hence the condition f  [Span(S n| } V } f )n0]
& is
satisfied for every inner function V and every nonzero f # L2|(1 ) if |
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.4.
5. EVERY DISSYMETRIC WEIGHTED SHIFT POSSESSES A
NONTRIVIAL CLOSED BIINVARIANT SUBSPACE
We constructed in Remark 4.4 some quasianalytic dissymetric weights
which grow ‘‘slowly’’ in the sense that
:
n<0
1
|(n)k
=+
for every k>0.
In this case it is not obvious to exhibit a singular inner function U such
that U* # HD|(1), since we must have
:

n=1
|U *(n)| 2
|2(&n)
<+
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whereas
:

n=1
1
|2(&n)
=+.
We will show that such a function U always exists, using some results
from [Bo-He].
Lemma 5.1. Let | be a dissymetric weight. Then there exists a log-
concave, dissymetric weight | such that
sup
n<0
| (n)
|(n)
<+.
Proof. There exists a strictly increasing sequence (np)p1 of posi-
tive integers such that log |(&n)p+1 for nnp and such that
np+1&np>np&np&1 for every p1 (with the convention n0=0). Let
%: [0, )  [0, ) be the continuous functions affine on each interval
[np , np+1] which satisfies %(np)=p ( p0). Then % is concave, and
%(n)log |(&n) for nn1 . Hence the weight | such that | (n)=1 (n0)
and | (n)=e%(&n) (n<0) satisfies the required conditions. K
The following lemma is a discrete version of results obtained in the
Appendix of [Bo-He].
Lemma 5.2. Let F be the set of continuous functions _: [0, 1)  (0, )
such that 1_ # L2(0, 1) and
|
1
0
dr
_2(r)
=
1
2
.
For _ # F set |_(n)=1 (n0),
|_(n)=_2 |
1
0
r&2n
_2(r)
dr&
&12
(n0).
Then |_ is a log-concave, dissymetric weight. Conversely if | is a log-
concave, dissymetric weight, there exists _ # F such that
0< inf
n<0
|(n)
|_(n)
sup
n<0
|(n)
|_(n)
<+.
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Proof. Let _ # F and set |=|_ , |~ (n)=|(&n) for n0. For n1 we
have, by the CauchySchwarz inequality
1
|~ 2(n)
=2 |
1
0
r2n
_2(r)
dr_2 |
1
0
r2n&2
_2(r)&
12
_2 |
1
0
r2n+2
_2(r)&
12
=
1
|~ (n&1)
}
1
|~ (n+1)
.
Clearly, |(n) ww
n  &
, and |(n)1 for every n.
Assume that
lim
n  
log |~ (n)
n
=a>0,
and set b=ea2. There exists k>0 such that (1|~ 2(n))kb&2n. In par-
ticular
|
1
c
(br)2n
_2(r)
dr
k
2
(n0) where c=
1+b&1
2
.
We obtain a contradiction, and so |=|_ is a log-concave, dissymetric
weight. Conversely let | be any log-concave, dissymetric weight. We extend
continuously |~ to [0, ) by using affine interpolation for log |~ on the
intervals [n, n+1]. We obtain a log-concave, continuous function, and
since
log |~ (n)
n
ww
n  
0
it follows from [BoHe, Prop. 4.1] that there exists % # F such that if we
set
\(n)=_2 |
1
0
e&2ny
%( y )2
dy&
&12
,
we have
0< inf
n0
\(n)
|~ (n)
sup
n0
\(n)
|~ (n)
<+.
Set r=e&y. We obtain
1
\2(n)
=2 |
1
e&1
r2n
r%2(&log r)
dr (n0).
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Set {(r)=- r %(&log r) for e&1r1, {(r)=- 1e %(1) for 0re&1,
*=_|
1
0
dr
{2(r)&
12
, _=- 2 } * } {.
Then _ # F, and
1
\2(n)
=4*2 |
1
e&1
r2n
_2(r)
dr (n0).
We obtain
1
\2(n)
=4*2 |
1
e &1
r2n
_2(r)
dr (n0).
But
|
e &1
0
r2n
_2(r)
dre&2n |
1
0
dr
_2(r)
,
and
[|~ _(n)]1n wwn   1.
Hence,
|~ 2_(n)
2\2(n)
ww
n  
*2,
and _ satisfies the required conditions. K
Definition 5.3. Let | be a dissymetric weight. Then HD+| (D)=
[.+]. # HD |(1 ) .
We equip HD+| (D) with the norm
&9&*S=_ :

n=1
|9 (n)| 2
|2(&n)&
12
,
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where 9(z)=n=0 9 (n+1)z
n is the Taylor series expansion of 9 at the
origin. We denote by ds(!) the planar Lebesgue measure on C&R2, and
if _ # F we set _(z)=_( |z| ) for z # D. Also we denote as usual by H(D) the
set of holomorphic functions on D.
Lemma 5.4. Let _ # F. Then HD+|_ (D)=H(D) & L
2(D, 1_), and
&9&*S=_1? ||D
|(!)|2 |!|
_2(!)
ds(!)&
12
( # HD+|_ (D)).
Proof. Let 9 : z  n=0 9 (n+1)z
n be holomorphic on D. For
r # [0, 1), we have
||
|z|r
|!| |(!)| 2
_2(!)
ds(!)=|
r
0
1
_2(\) _ :

n=0
|9 (n+1) \n+1eint | 2 dt& d\
=2? _ :

n=0
|9 (n+1)|2 |
r
0
\2n+2
_2(\)
d\& .
Since
lim
r  1& |
r
0
\2n+2
_2(\)
d\=
1
2|2(&n&1)
,
the lemma follows. K
The following elementary result is well-known.
Lemma 5.5. Let % # L1(0, 1). There exists a strictly increasing, con-
tinuous positive function u on [0, 1) such that u(r) ww
r  1&
 and such that
u% # L1(0, 1).
Lemma 5.6. Let u: [0, 1)  (0, ) be a strictly increasing function such
that u(r) ww
r  1&
. Then there exists a perfect symmetric set E/1 of
Lebesgue measure zero and a positive measure " concentrated on E such that
sup
z # D
u&1( |z| )
|U"(z)|
<+
where U" is the singular inner function defined by ".
Proof. If + is a positive measure on 1, we denote by $(+) the modulus
of continuity of +, defined by the usual formula $(+)(t)=sup|I |t +(I )
where the supremum is taken over all closed arcs of 1 such that |I |t,
where |I | is the length of I.
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Set g(t)=t log(u(1&t)), 0<t1, so that g(t)t is strictly decreasing and
g(t)t ww
t  0+
. By replacing g(t) by inf(g(t), - t) if necessary we can
assume that g(t) ww
t  0+
0.
We can define two strictly decreasing sequences (xn)n1 and (un)n1 of
positive real numbers by the conditions x1=1, u1=g(1)2, and
g(xn)
xn

2g(xn&1)
xn&1
,
un=xn }
g(xn&1)
xn&1
<un&1 (n2).
Now construct a continuous function h on (0, 1] such that h(xn)=un
(n1) and such that h is affine on each interval [xn+1, xn]. Since g(t)t is
strictly decreasing on (0, 1], we have h(t)<g(t) (t # [0, 1]) and so
h(t) ww
t  0
0. Also h is strictly increasing on [0, 1], and h(t)t strictly
decreasing on (0, 1] by construction. Hence h is a ‘‘Hausdorff determining
function’’ [Ka-Sa, Chap. 2] and it follows from Hausdorff ’s theorem
[Ka-Sa, Chap. 2, Theor. 6] and from Frostman’s theorem [Ka-Sa, Chap. 2,
Theor. 3] that there exists a closed, perfect symmetric subset E of 1 and
a positive measure + supported by E, with +{0, such that $(+)(t)=0(h(t))
(t  0+). Also m(E )=0, where we denote by m the Lebesgue measure on
1, since h(t)t ww
t  0+
.
It follows from a computation of Shapiro [Sha] that there exists c>0
such that
|U+(z)|exp \&c $(+)(1&|z| )1&|z| + (z # D).
There exists k>0 such that $(+)(1&|z| )kh(1&|z| )kg(1&|z| )=
k(1&|z| ) log u( |z| ) and so |U+(z)|exp(&ck log u( |z| )).
By multiplying + by a suitable positive constant *, we obtain U*+(z)|
u&1( |z| ), which proves the lemma. K
Theorem 5.7. Let | be a dissymetric weight. Then there exists a positive
measure +{0, concentrated on a closed, perfect symmetric subset of 1 of
Lebesgue measure zero, such that U+* # HD|(1). In particular E(U+) / L2|(1).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 that we can assume
without loss of generality that |=|_ where _ # F.
It follows from Lemma 5.5 that there exists a strictly increasing, con-
tinuous function u: [0, 1)  (0, ) such that
|
1
0
u(r)
_2(r)
dr<+
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and u(r) ww
r  1&
. Set v(r)=- u (r) (r # [0, 1)). It follows from Lemma 5.6
that there exists a positive measure + concentrated on a closed, perfect
symmetric subset of 1 of Lebesgue measure 0, such that
sup
z # D
1
|U+(z)| v( |z| )
<+.
Hence there exists k>0 such that |U+*(z)|kv( |z| ) (z # D) and we obtain
1
2? ||D
|U+*(!)| 2
_2(!)
ds(!)k2 |
1
0
u(r)
_2(r)
r dr<+
The theorem follows then immediately from Lemma 5.4. K
Remark 5.8. Let + be the positive measure given by Theorem 5.7, and
let & be a positive measure such that +& (i.e., +(B)&(B) for every Borel
set B/1 ). Then |U+(z)||U&(z)| (z # D) and so U&* # HD|(1 ). Since
U*& 1 } U& 2=0 if and only if U& 2 # U& 1 } H
(D), i.e., &2&1 , we see that the map
&  E(U&) is a one-to-one map from the set of nonzero, positive measures &
on 1 such that &+ into the set of proper, closed biinvariant subspaces of S| .
We conclude the paper by showing that the measure + constructed in
Theorem 5.7 depends on |, even if we restrict attention to quasianalytic
weights.
Theorem 5.9. Let f # H 2(D), f{0. Then there exists a dissymetric, log-
concave, quasianalytic weight | such that E( f )=L2|(1 ).
Proof. This result is in fact an elementary consequence of Wiener’s
characterization of closed biinvariant subspaces of the standard biinvariant
shift S1 on L2(1 ). For f # L2(1 ) set Supp f =[n # Z | f (n){0] and denote
by P(1 )=[ f # L2(1 ) | Supp f is finite] the set of trigonometric polyno-
mials on 1. Now construct by induction a decreasing sequence (cp)p1 of
positive reals, an increasing sequence (up)p1 of positive reals, a sequence
(qp)p1 of trigonometric polynomials and two increasing sequences (np)p1
and (mp)p1 of positive integers such that if we set n0=0, u0=1, the
following conditions hold for p1
(i) Supp q^p/[&mp , )
(ii) np&1<mp<np
(iii) up=up&1 ec p(n p&n p&1)
(iv) up&1ec p(mp&np&1) & f } qp&1&2<2&p, cp # \0, 1p+
(v) :
np&1<nn p
cp(n&np&1)
n2
>p.
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It follows from Wiener’s theorem that there exists a trigonometric
polynomial q1 such that & f } q1&1&2<12. Choose m1>0 such that
Supp q^1/[&m1 , ). Choosing c1 small enough we see that we obtain
(iv). Since
:

n=1
1
n
=+,
we obtain (v) by choosing n1 large enough and formula (iii) gives u1 .
Now suppose that the sequences (q1 , ..., qp&1), (c1 , ..., cp&1), (n1 , ..., np&1),
(u1 , ..., up&1), (m1 , ..., mp&1) have been constructed. There exists a tri-
gonometric polynomial qp such that
& f } qp&1&2<
2&p
u2p&1
.
Let mp>np&1 be such that Supp q^p/[&mp , ). Choosing cp # (0, cp&1)
small enough, we obtain (iv). Choosing np>mp large enough, we obtain (v).
Formula (iii) gives up , and (i) and (ii) are satisfied. We thus see that we
can construct by induction the required sequences.
Now set |(&n)=up&1ec p(n&n p&1) for np&1<nnp , p1, and |(n)=1
(n0). We have |(&np)=up . Since cp wwp   0, and since (cp) p1 is
decreasing, | is a log-concave dissymetric weight. Also
:
np&1<nn p
cp(n&np&1)
n2
>p,
so that | is quasianalytic. Now Supp q } fp@/[&mp , ) and since | is
nonincreasing, we have |(n)|(&mp)=up&1 ec p(mp&np&1) for n&mp .
Hence & f } qp&1&||(&mp)& f } qp&1&2<2&p ( p1), so that 1 # E( f )
and E( f )=L2|(1). K
Notice that we can arrange that the weight | constructed in Theorem 5.9
satisfies also the conditions of Remark 4.4 (2). We leave the details to the
reader.
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